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Abstract: For the investigation of processes happening on the time scale of the motion of
bound electrons, well-controlled X-ray pulses with durations in the few-femtosecond and even
sub-femtosecond range are a necessary prerequisite. Novel free-electron lasers sources provide these
ultrashort, high-brightness X-ray pulses, but their unique aspects open up concomitant challenges
for their characterization on a suitable time scale. In this review paper we describe progress
and results of recent work on ultrafast pulse characterization at soft and hard X-ray free-electron
lasers. We report on different approaches to laser-assisted time-domain measurements, with specific
focus on single-shot characterization of ultrashort X-ray pulses from self-amplified spontaneous
emission-based and seeded free-electron lasers. The method relying on the sideband measurement of
X-ray electron ionization in the presence of a dressing optical laser field is described first. When the
X-ray pulse duration is shorter than half the oscillation period of the streaking field, few-femtosecond
characterization becomes feasible via linear streaking spectroscopy. Finally, using terahertz fields
alleviates the issue of arrival time jitter between streaking laser and X-ray pulse, but compromises
the achievable temporal resolution. Possible solutions to these remaining challenges for single-shot,
full time–energy characterization of X-ray free-electron laser pulses are proposed in the outlook at
the end of the review.
Keywords: free-electron laser; ultrashort pulse characterization; ultrafast X-ray physics; laser-dressed
electron spectroscopy
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1. Introduction—Laser-Assisted Time-Domain Characterization at Free-Electron Lasers
Availability of ultrashort, high-brightness X-ray pulses
Exploring fundamental quantum building blocks of nature and their interactions on time
scales of molecular, atomic and even electronic motion, has led to the development of scientific
instruments with steadily enhanced spatial and temporal resolution. For modern day optical
tools, that historical path reaches from the discovery of X-rays and their properties just before the
turn to the 20th century [1], via synchrotron radiation detected as parasitic electron energy-loss
effect in the middle of the last century [2], to the parasitic operation at electron synchrotrons [3].
Next came dedicated beamlines built as multiple synchrotron radiation stations around storage
rings [4], and finally high-brightness X-ray beams through periodically alternating magnetic insertion
devices [5] were achieved. Today, the most recent additions to the arsenal of X-ray physics stem from
high-order harmonic generation (HHG) by intense few-cycle optical laser pulses [6] and from the
realization of the concept of free-electron lasers (FELs) [7,8] at large-scale facilities around the world.
These FEL sources provide ultrashort high-brightness pulses from the soft X-ray regime, like the
free-electron laser in Hamburg (FLASH), operated by DESY in Germany [9] and the free-electron
laser radiation for multidisciplinary investigations (FERMI) seeded FEL in Trieste, Italy [10], to the
hard X-ray range, e.g., the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) at the SLAC National Accelerator
Laboratory in California, USA [11] and the SPring-8 angstrom compact free-electron laser (SACLA)
in Japan [12], among others [13,14]. Future machines, using novel laser-based accelerator concepts
promising much more compact X-ray sources [15–18] or utilizing superconducting linear accelerators
for higher repetition rates in the MHz range (e.g., the European XFEL in Germany [19] or LCLS-II in
the USA [20]), are expected to generate X-ray pulses with few- to sub-femtosecond durations as well,
and are likewise crucially dependent on a precise X-ray pulse metrology.
Well-controlled X-ray pulses with durations shorter than few tens of femtoseconds that are
currently produced at X-ray free-electron lasers (XFELs) are a necessary prerequisite for the
investigation of ultrafast processes on the time scale of the motion of bound electrons, as have
been successfully studied in seminal high harmonic generation-based attosecond experiments [21–31].
A number of schemes have been proposed and implemented over the last decade to shorten the pulse
durations at XFELs to the few-femtosecond or even sub-femtosecond range, many of them based
on the principle that the X-ray pulse duration is related to the driver electron bunch length. One
approach, the so-called ‘slotted spoiler’, was invented at the LCLS and provides few-femtosecond
to sub-femtosecond pulses [32,33]. The working principle of this scheme is illustrated in Figure 1 on
the left. A thin foil with a narrow vertical slit is introduced into the electron beam path in one of the
magnetic bunch compressor chicanes and spoils the beam quality (emittance) of the largest part of
the spatially chirped electron bunch via Coulomb scattering. Only the small central slice of the bunch
passes unhindered through the slit and will subsequently experience efficient FEL amplification in the
undulator. Other proposed methods involve the modulation of the electron bunch with a high-power,
few-cycle optical laser in a single-period wiggler before the FEL undulator to induce a pronounced
energy modulation along the electron bunch and a sub-femtosecond spike in the electron peak current.
Thus, only a small region of the bunch contributes efficiently to the X-ray amplification process and
generates an attosecond spike of X-ray radiation, see for example [34–37].
Ultrafast temporal characterization for novel attosecond X-ray experiments
From the perspective of the scientific researcher, the special opportunities opened up by free-electron
laser sources lie in their extreme spatial and temporal coherence, combined with the achievable
ultrahigh intensity, broadly adjustable photon energy range and ultrashort pulse duration. Using
these sources will ultimately enable novel ultrafast experiments with attosecond temporal resolution,
like site-specific X-ray pump/X-ray probe measurements [39] and serial crystallography for studies
of structural dynamics [40], or atomic-scale diffractive imaging as proposed by Yakovlev et al. [41]
on energy-selected target states of molecules, surfaces and nanoparticles. Recent experiments with
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high-energy electrons [42,43] and X-rays [44] have already demonstrated the first steps towards this
so-called molecular movie on the femtosecond scale. For an extensive overview of the experimental
capabilities and scientific achievements during the last years at LCLS see Ref. [45].
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bunch at the center of the compressor chicane with a marked tilt with respect to the direction of 
propagation. (b) The slotted foil is depicted, leaving only a narrow central region of the bunch pass 
unspoiled ((a,b) are reproduced with permission from [32], Copyright American Physical Society, 
2004). (c) The upper panel shows a schematic of the components involved in attosecond X-ray pulse 
production. W1 and W2 are two wiggler sections that generate the modulation of the electron bunch 
by interaction with high-power, few-cycle optical lasers. (d) In panel, the calculated energy 
modulation of the electrons along the electron bunch produced in the interaction with a few-cycle, 
1200 nm laser pulse in a wiggler magnet is shown. (e) The resulting attosecond X-ray power profile 
after 50 m of propagation in the undulator is plotted in panel ((c–e) are reprinted under the terms of 
the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License from [38], 2005). 
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Figure 1. Sketch of the working principles for few-femtosecond and sub-femtosecond X-ray
free-electron lasers (XFEL) pulse generation. (a) The upper part shows the spatially chirped electron
bunch at the center of the compressor chicane with a marked tilt with respect to the direction of
propagation. (b) The slotted foil is depicted, leaving only a narrow central region of the bunch pass
unspoiled ((a,b) are reproduced with permission from [32], Copyright American Physical Society, 2004).
(c) The upper panel shows a schematic of the components involved in attosecond X-ray pulse
production. W1 and W2 are two wiggler sections that generate the modulation of the electron bunch
by interaction with high-power, few-cycle optical lasers. (d) In panel, the calculated energy modulation
of the electrons along the electron bunch produced in the interaction with a few-cycle, 1200 nm
laser pulse in a wiggler magnet is shown. (e) The resulting attosecond X-ray power profile after
50 m of propagation in the undulator is plotted in panel ((c–e) are reprinted under the terms of the
Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License from [38], 2005).
To realize the goal of time-resolved X-ray measurement with attosecond resolution, one first has
to consider the special complexities arising from the work with attosecond XFEL pulses, foremost the
characterization of their temporal structure. As with any signal based on the self-amplified spontaneous
emission (SASE) process [46], the temporal shape of ach subsequent single XFEL pulse is implicitly
diff rent from the previous one, demanding single-shot measurement technique for its investigation.
However, until recently no direct experimental determination of he structure o these X-ray pulse in
the time domain was accomplished. Therefore, in this paper we want to concentrate on the unique
aspects and oncomitant challenges that arise from the availability of X-ray free-electron las r pulses of
femtosecond and even sub-femtosecond durations and their characterization on a suitable time scale.
Indirect m asurement methods
SASE XFEL pulse durations have been indirectly inferred (see also the view i Ref. [47]) from
measurements on the electron bunch length befor the undul tor [48] or from statistical analysis of
the spectral coherence properties of the ultrashort X-ray pulses [49]. However, these characterization
techniques cannot provide single-shot information on the temporal structure of the X-ray pulses
and only statistically averaged quantities for possible pulse length predictions can be derived from
these measurements. Furthermore, studies of fundamental ionization processes [50] and sideband
measurements, also reported on in this review [51], have revealed a clear deviation of the actual
X-ray pulse duration from the one inferred from electron bunch length measurements. A substantial
improvement of the temporal resolution and the reliability for X-ray pulse characterization has been
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achieved by X-band radiofrequency transverse deflector (XTCAV) measurements on the spent electron
bunch after propagation through the undulator [52]. Very recently, the concept of machine learning has
successfully been used for the prediction of XFEL pulse properties, based on the online measurement
of numerous accelerator specific parameters [53]. Nevertheless, these techniques all constitute indirect
characterization methods and need direct time domain measurements for their exact calibration.
Direct measurement methods
The usual characterization techniques for ultrashort optical pulses are not readily transferrable to
the X-ray regime. Autocorrelation setups have been developed for VUV wavelengths [54,55], but are
hard to establish in the X-ray range due to the corresponding relatively small nonlinear interaction
cross sections and phase-matching bandwidth for most materials, together with the lack of suitable
beam splitting and combining optics and the ensuing stability issues. Other standard cross-correlation
schemes like spectral phase interferometry for direct electric-field reconstruction (SPIDER) [56] are,
on the other hand, hindered by the requirement for reliable phase modulators for X-ray pulses or are
restricted to the implementation at seeded FELs [57].
Various methods with solid state targets have been used for FEL characterization, which are based
on an FEL-induced transient change of the refractive index of material, as demonstrated in Ref. [58].
The most common scheme remains that of probing the cross-correlation between FEL and IR pulses,
and single-shot streaking geometries have been implemented (see e.g., [59]). In general, their temporal
resolution is inherently limited by the electron relaxation dynamics in condensed matter, and these
measurements are usually destructive towards the X-ray beam. Thus, these concepts are not part of
this review dealing specifically with ultrashort XFEL pulse characterization on the femtosecond and
sub-femtosecond time scales.
For the sake of completeness, we should remind the reader of the particularly noteworthy
four-wave mixing scheme pioneered by Masciovecchio and co-workers [60,61], in which the interaction
of three photons with matter results in the generation of a fourth “signal” photon whose color
and direction fulfils the phase-matching conditions; this method probes the third-order nonlinear
susceptibility χ(3), and although technically more complicated has an enormous advantage in terms
of background suppression. Let us finally note that in the framework of high harmonic generation,
a four-wave mixing scheme has been successfully used with a gaseous target [62].
In light of the reckoning above, the method of choice to directly measure the ultrashort
XFEL pulse duration is the concept of time-resolved optical laser-dressed photoelectron (PE)
spectroscopy in gaseous media, which is a well-established technique for temporal characterization
of attosecond pulses in the XUV spectral region. This scheme has been theoretically described
in [63,64] and successfully demonstrated in numerous time-resolved measurements of laser-based
XUV sources [65–67]. This setup, shown exemplarily in Figure 2, provides a direct, non-invasive,
single-shot, low-photon intensity, photon energy-independent and high-repetition rate-compatible
pulse characterization method. The essential parts of the theory for the purpose of the temporal XFEL
pulse characterization shall be briefly discussed in the following section.
As will be shown, a number of variants of this technique exist, each with their own individual
merits for a specific range of X-ray pulse durations and required temporal resolution. While the
method relying on the sideband measurement (Section 2) is relatively easy to implement with standard
Ti:sapphire laser systems, its information about single X-ray shot characteristics is limited. On the
other hand, longer laser wavelengths, only indirectly accessible via optical parametric amplification
(OPA) [68], are preferable to avoid the breakdown of the streaking regime (cf. Section 3.1.1 of this
paper). This is typically the case, when the X-ray pulse duration is longer than half the oscillation
period of the streaking field, corresponding to only 1.3 fs for the gain peak wavelength of Ti:sapphire
at 795 nm. Finally, using terahertz (THz) fields with a very long optical period (Sections 3.1.2 and 3.2)
alleviates the problem of arrival time jitter between streaking laser and X-ray pulse, but compromises
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the achievable temporal resolution. Possible solutions to these remaining issues for single-shot, full
time–energy characterization of XFEL pulses are proposed in the outlook at the end of the paper.
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Figure 2. General setup for laser-dressed phot l spectroscopy. Typical experimental setup and
measurement principle for a two-color ultrafast te poral characterization measurement. The picture
shows the experimental setup in the atomic, molecular and optical science (AMO) hutch at the
Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS). The X-ray laser and the near-infrared (NIR) dressing laser are
coupled into the vacuum chamber and are collinearly focused onto a neon gas target. The generated
photoelectrons are then energy resolved with a magnetic bottle electron spectrometer. The inset on the
left depicts two distinctive cases of temporal overlap of the XFEL with respect to the streaking field, one
at the zero crossing and one at a maximum of the NIR vector potential. The respective photoelectron
spectra are also shown. More details are given in the text in Section 3.1.1 and in Figure 7 (reproduced
with permission from [69], Copyright Nature Publishing Group, 2014).
2. Sideband Method for X-ray Pulse Characterization
Temporal pulse characterization w th photoelectrons
Two-col r photoio ization xperiments using the combination of i tense free-electron laser
femtosecond pulses in the extreme ultraviolet (XUV) to X-ray wavelength range and optical or NIR
pulses offer great potential to determine the temporal characteristics, i.e., pulse durations and the
relative temporal arrival time, of the FEL pulses.
Although studies of two-color photoionization of atoms in weak resonant optical/NIR fields
are well established at synchrotron radiation facilities [70], it is only with the availability of short
wavelength FELs that experiments have been performed, in which electrons ejected by the XUV or
X-ray field can also be effectively “dressed” by the intense NIR laser field. Overlapping the two
intense ultrashort pulses temporally and spatially in a gaseous target leads to the appearance of
additional structures in the photoelectron spectrum, which are the clear indication of the two-color
process. Ionization by the XUV or soft X-ray pulse creates electrons with typically a few tens
and up to few hundreds of eV kinetic energy. The additional interaction with the intense NIR
fields induces absorption or emission of NIR photons resulting in extra lines in the photoelectron
spectrum (Figure 3a) spaced by the photon energy of the NIR photons (1.55 eV for 800 nm) (e.g., [71]).
These lines are called ‘sidebands’ and are ideal candidates for a first characterization of the FEL pulses.
In addition, the quasi-monochromaticity of the FELs makes it possible to observe, for high dressing
fields, absorption and emission of more than one NIR photon [72,73], avoiding interference effects
present in similar experiments with broader-bandwidth XUV pulses of high-harmonic-generation
sources [74]. In the following we will always use the term ‘X-ray’ for the FEL pulses, meant to cover the
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whole spectral range from XUV (>10 eV) over soft X-rays (>100 eV) to hard X-rays (>5 keV), to discern
them from other short-wavelength sources as e.g., high harmonic-generated XUV pulses.
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Figure 3. Single-shot sideband spectra. (a) Single-shot electron spectra in the region of the Ne 2p−1
photoemission line sorted with respect to different NIR intensities (reprinted with permission from [72],
Copyright IOP Publishing, 2010). (b) Single-shot electron spectra in the region of the Xe 5p−1
photoemission line and the high-energy sideb nds, taken at the nominal temporal overlap. Due to the
relative arrival time jitter the actual timing varies by more than the pulse durations. The sidebands
are used to get information about the actual degree of temporal (and spatial) overlap. In addition,
a schematic of the temporal overlap between FEL and NIR pulses is shown (reprinted with permission
from [75], Copyright AIP Publishing, 2007).
Besides using the sideband structures in the photoelectron spectra for the study of photoionization
dynamics in strong external fi lds, th sideband intensity provides clear indicatio of the temporal
and spati l overlap betw en the FEL and the NIR laser beams. Since sid bands appear only when the
two laser pulses overlap (see Figure 3b), their intensity exhibits a characteristic dependence on the
relative time delay between the ionizing and the dressing pulses. For free-electron lasers based on the
SASE process, such as FLASH, LCLS and SACLA, the X-ray and NIR pulses are generated separately
by the FEL and the optical laser system. These two independent sources are only linked by a common
externally working synch onizat on system [76]. Although the synchronization as been improved
tremendously during the last years <30 fs root mean square (rms) [77], the pulse-to-pulse arrival time
fluctuations exceed very often the pulse durations of the two pulses. The analysis of electron spectra
for many individual pulses provides direct information about the temporal stability and can be used
as inherent time marker for time-resolved pump/probe experiments.
The actual sideband amplitude depends on several parameters. First, good spatial overlap is
crucial for the sideband generation. In addition, a meaningful analysis of sideband spectra is only
possible when the X-ray focus is significantly smaller compared to the NIR focal spot size. Under such
conditions the electrons are created only in the maximal field of the NIR pulse and are all exposed to
(almost) the same NIR field strength. Nonetheless, pointing fluctuations of either of the two beams
present a severe limitation for the practical use of the method.
Second, temporal overlap has to be assured, since the sidebands correspond to free–free transitions
in the ionization continuum and both pulses have to interact with the electronic state at the same time.
When the intensity conditions are such that a single sideband is generated, the interaction is determined
by one X-ray and one NIR photon yielding a linear dependence on the relative overlap of the two pulses
for the resulting sideband amplitude [78]. However, at high NIR intensities more than one sideband
is present, implying the involvement of several NIR photons in the sideband formation process at
the same time. This leads to a nonlinear response of the observed electron spectra, with a strong
dependence on the intensity of the driving NIR laser. Thus, the sideband amplitudes are no longer
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linearly connected to the temporal overlap. Therefore, quantitative information about the X-ray pulse
duration τX−ray can only be extracted by comparing the sideband features to a theoretical model.
The experimental line profiles can be fitted with a simplified analytical model based on the
so-called soft-photon approximation (SPA), allowing us to simulate the sideband spectrum [79].
In general, the SPA gives excellent agreement with experimental data and can match the more elaborate
non-perturbative methods such as the time-dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE) when the electron
kinetic energy is large compared to the photon energy of the dressing field [51,79–81]. The simulated
sideband spectra are defined by four parameters: duration, τNIR, and intensity INIR, of the NIR laser
pulse as well as duration (and shape) τX−ray of the FEL pulse and, finally, the relative temporal
delay between the two pulses δ. The NIR pulse width and intensity can be determined with good
accuracy before the experiment leaving τX−ray and δ as parameters to be determined during the
measurement [51].
The sideband spectra can be analyzed in two ways. One approach comprises a statistical analysis
of the single shot spectra while setting the relative delay to a fixed value, namely at nominal maximum
overlap of X-ray and NIR pulses. Due to the inherent arrival time fluctuations the sideband amplitudes
and the number of sidebands vary significantly from shot to shot. However, looking at the frequency
distribution of the sideband amplitudes (histogram), information about the average temporal jitter
and the X-ray pulse duration can be extracted [51,75]. Secondly, by changing the relative arrival time
between the two pulses successively, a cross-correlation curve is acquired as shown in Figure 4 [82].
Again, the width of the correlation is determined by the dominant parameters of the X-ray and the
NIR pulse durations as well as by the relative arrival time jitter.
In this scheme, photoelectrons generated via two-photon ionization in a single shot were measured
at FLASH [9,83] using a magnetic bottle electron spectrometer (MBES) [84]. This efficient type of
spectrometer allows the collection of all electrons emitted over the complete solid angle for small
kinetic energies <100 eV [85], and still over approximately 0.8 sr corresponding to a 30◦ half-angle
emission cone at higher electron kinetic energies around 0.8 keV [51]. Hence, the MBES setup can be
applied to low-density targets and enables, in the case of the intense FEL beam, an analysis of the
photoionization process on a shot-to-shot basis [75,84]. The best energy resolution, 1–2% of the electron
kinetic energy, is achieved by decelerating the electrons with the aid of electrostatic retardation fields
at the entrance of the flight tube.Appl. Sci. 2017, 7, 915  8 of 42 
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sidebands (see Figure 3), such that they can be analyzed individually. On the other hand for shorter 
wavelengths in the X-ray regime as available at LCLS, the linewidth of the XFEL radiation can exceed 
the separation of the sidebands significantly (e.g., a linewidth of 7 eV at a photon energy of 1 keV 
was measured in Ref. [51]). In this case the emission of Auger electrons rather than photoelectrons 
can be measured instead, but still a de-convolution procedure and a comparison with simulated 
spectra has to be applied to extract the information about the X-ray pulse duration (Figure 5). 
Figure 4. Sideband amplitudes. The amplitude of the first-order sideband measured in Xe is plotted
as function of the set delay between the NIR laser and the free-electron laser in Hamburg (FLASH)
free-electron laser (FEL) pulse. The uncorrected X-ray pump/NIR probe delay scan (x, fit as solid
black line) is entirely dominated by the relative arrival time jitter and shows a width of 410 fs rms.
A measurement technique based on electro-optical sampling [82] is abl to provide an independent
measurement of this jitter and can thus be used to c rrect the ar ival time. T is leads to an about 4 times
narrower correlation width of 100 fs rms (o, fit as solid red line), which is already close to the simulated
jitter-free case (dashed blue line). Normalized signal amplitudes are used throughout these plots
(reproduced with permission from [82], Copyright AIP Publishing, 2009).
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First experiments were mainly able to reveal the effect and show the NIR pulse duration,
which was at least an order of magnitude larger than the other two parameters [78]. By reducing the
NIR pulse duration from several picoseconds to about 120 fs it was possible to determine the relative
arrival time jitter [84]. Eventually, by minimizing the timing jitter and NIR pulse duration even further,
the final goal was reached to directly determine the X-ray pulse duration of a SASE XFEL [51].
For seeded FELs like FERMI, the relative arrival time jitter is strongly reduced in contrast to
unseeded (SASE) FELs. Thus in this case the jitter is significantly less than the X-ray and NIR pulse
durations, allowing for an even more precise measurement of the X-ray pulse duration [86]. Generally,
the sideband method has been extensively used at FERMI to characterize the pulse length, and its
results are in agreement with a complementary method and with theory [59]. A few distinctive aspects
of its use at FERMI are related to the fact that this is a seeded source, resulting in predictable timing
and coherence of the pulses. The measurements are intrinsically jitter-free, and concentrated on
characterizing the pulse properties as a function of machine parameters. In particular, pulse coherence
was exploited to implement a compression scheme [87], and the pulse duration was measured with
the sideband method.
Sideband formation of Auger electrons
The typical bandwidth of a SASE FEL pulse is in the range of 0.1 to 1% of the nominal photon
energy. For the photon energies at FLASH this results in a width less than the spacing of the sidebands
(see Figure 3), such that they can be analyzed individually. On the other hand for shorter wavelengths
in the X-ray regime as available at LCLS, the linewidth of the XFEL radiation can exceed the separation
of the sidebands significantly (e.g., a linewidth of 7 eV at a photon energy of 1 keV was measured in
Ref. [51]). In this case the emission of Auger electrons rather than photoelectrons can be measured
instead, but still a de-convolution procedure and a comparison with simulated spectra has to be
applied to extract the information about the X-ray pulse duration (Figure 5).Appl. Sci. 2017, 7, 915  9 of 42 
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Figure 5. Auger sideband spectra. (a) NIR-dressed neon Auger electron energy spectra as a function 
of the relative delay time δ between the NIR (߬୒୍ୖ = 100 fs) and the X-ray pulses (߬ଡ଼ି୰ୟ୷ = 75 fs);  
(b) Comparison of experimentally obtained cross-correlation widths with those calculated within the 
soft-photon approximation (SPA) using the following parameters (in full width at half maximum 
(FWHM)): ߬ଡ଼ି୰ୟ୷ = 40 fs–140 fs, ߬୒୍ୖ = 100 fs and δ = 140 fs, INIR = 1.2 × 1012 W cm−2 (reproduced with 
permission from [51], Copyright IOP Publishing, 2011). 
X-ray pulse characterization including polarization 
Sidebands were also used to determine other characteristics of the X-ray photon beam, namely 
its degree of polarization. For the first experiment using linearly polarized FEL and NIR pulses,  
it was demonstrated that the sideband intensity depends in a sensitive and characteristic way on the 
relative orientation between the two linear polarization vectors [88]. Since this dichroic effect is 
caused by a different ratio of the partial waves contributing to the outgoing electron (e.g., s- and d-
waves in case of a two-photon ionization in He), which can be calculated very precisely by theory,  
it can in turn also be used to determine the degree of polarization of the FEL beam. This was 
demonstrated at FERMI, the first seeded FEL producing circularly polarized X-ray pulses [10].  
By measuring the circular dichroism in the electron angular distribution of the first sideband (Figure 6), 
it was possible to determine the degree of circular polarization as well as the sign of the helicity.  
The measured value for the polarization at the experimental station (about 95%) [89] is in excellent 
agreement with estimates, taking into account an almost perfect polarization at the end of the 
undulator and the contribution from the optical elements of the beamline. 
A similar method, i.e., the measurement of the circular dichroism in the sideband yields of 
electrons emitted from the inner shell of molecular oxygen, was also applied for the determination of 
the degree of circular polarization produced by the DELTA undulator at LCLS [90]. Here, the above 
discussed issue concerning the sideband separation in relation to the relatively large bandwidth of a 
SASE based XFEL was overcome by dressing the molecules with a frequency-doubled optical laser, 
ensuring a sufficient energy spacing of the individual sidebands. 
Figure 5. Auger sideband spectra. (a) NIR-dressed neon Auger electron energy spectra as a function
of the relative delay time δ between the NIR (τNIR = 100 fs) and the X-ray pulses (τX−ray = 75 fs);
(b) Comparison of experimentally obtained cross-correlation widths with those calculated within the
soft-photon approximation (SPA) using the following parameters (in full width at half maximum
(FWHM)): τX−ray = 40 fs–140 fs, τNIR = 100 fs and δ = 140 fs, INIR = 1.2 × 1012 W cm−2 (reproduced
with permission from [51], Copyright IOP Publishing, 2011).
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X-ray pulse characterization including polarization
Sidebands were also used to determine other characteristics of the X-ray photon beam, namely its
degree of polarization. For the first experiment using linearly polarized FEL and NIR pulses, it was
demonstrated that the sideband intensity depends in a sensitive and characteristic way on the relative
orientation between the two linear polarization vectors [88]. Since this dichroic effect is caused by
a different ratio of the partial waves contributing to the outgoing electron (e.g., s- and d-waves in
case of a two-photon ionization in He), which can be calculated very precisely by theory, it can in
turn also be used to determine the degree of polarization of the FEL beam. This was demonstrated
at FERMI, the first seeded FEL producing circularly polarized X-ray pulses [10]. By measuring the
circular dichroism in the electron angular distribution of the first sideband (Figure 6), it was possible to
determine the degree of circular polarization as well as the sign of the helicity. The measured value for
the polarization at the experimental station (about 95%) [89] is in excellent agreement with estimates,
taking into account an almost perfect polarization at the end of the undulator and the contribution
from the optical elements of the beamline.
A similar method, i.e., the measurement of the circular dichroism in the sideband yields of
electrons emitted from the inner shell of molecular oxygen, was also applied for the determination of
the degree of circular polarization produced by the DELTA undulator at LCLS [90]. Here, the above
discussed issue concerning the sideband separation in relation to the relatively large bandwidth of
a SASE based XFEL was overcome by dressing the molecules with a frequency-doubled optical laser,
ensuring a sufficient energy spacing of the individual sidebands.Appl. Sci. 2017, 7, 915  10 of 42 
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its degree of polarization. This will certainly be used in future experiments at new, not yet well-
characterized FEL facilities, but also the investigation of the dynamics of the two-color 
photoionization in itself is still of large interest. These measurements will permit a focus on particular 
aspects of the ionization process, e.g., the intensity dependence of the electron angular distribution 
or near-threshold phenomena [86,91]. 
3. Linear Streaking Measurements at Free-Electron Lasers 
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the regime where the X-ray pulse duration is longer than the cycle period of the applied dressing 
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itself instead of its cycle-averaged intensity. In this section we will first discuss the characterization 
of soft X-ray pulses (Section 3.1), before describing the metrology of hard X-rays in 3.2. 
3.1. Streaking Measurements of Soft X-ray Pulses 
3.1.1. Infrared Streaking Experiments at Free-Electron Lasers 
The presented diagnostic utilizes time-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (also called laser-
dressed photoionization), a technique that was originally developed for temporal characterization of 
attosecond XUV pulses from higher-order harmonic generation [66]. This technique is applicable over 
a broad range of photon energies produced at XFELs and can be applied to pulses ranging from 
several femtoseconds to hundreds of femtoseconds. The measurement works on a single-shot basis, 
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Figure 6. ngle-resolved spectra and dichroism. Experimental (top) and simulated (bottom) angle- and
energy-resolved electron spectra (a,b) and circular dichroism (c,d) in He 1s photoionization at low NIR
laser intensity (7.3 × 1011 Wcm−2). The respective intensities are indicated by the color scales on top of
the graphs (reproduced with permission from [89], Copyright Nature Publishing Group, 2014).
All these examples show that the measurements of sidebands, which are produced by the
simultaneous interaction of the X-ray pulse and the NIR dressing field, provide detailed information
about the X-ray pulse characteristics, especially on the pulse duration, the relative arrival time
and its degree of polarization. This will certainly be used in future experiments at new, not yet
well-characterized FEL facilities, but also the investigation of the dynamics of the two-color
photoionization in itself is still of large interest. These measurements will permit a focus on particular
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aspects of the ionization process, e.g., the intensity dependence of the electron angular distribution or
near-threshold phenomena [86,91].
3. Linear Streaking Measurements at Free-Electron Lasers
The method of sideband generation for the temporal characterization of X-ray pulses is valid in the
regime where the X-ray pulse duration is longer than the cycle period of the applied dressing field [92].
For very short X-ray pulses, of few-femtosecond or even sub-femtosecond duration, a different
approach is needed, one that relies on the ultrafast changes of the electric dressing field itself instead
of its cycle-averaged intensity. In this section we will first discuss the characterization of soft X-ray
pulses (Section 3.1), before describing the metrology of hard X-rays in 3.2.
3.1. Streaking Measurements of Soft X-ray Pulses
3.1.1. Infrared Streaking Experiments at Free-Electron Lasers
The presented diagnostic utilizes time-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (also called laser-
dressed photoionization), a technique that was originally developed for temporal characterization
of attosecond XUV pulses from higher-order harmonic generation [66]. This technique is applicable
over a broad range of photon energies produced at XFELs and can be applied to pulses ranging from
several femtoseconds to hundreds of femtoseconds. The measurement works on a single-shot basis,
requires only a small fraction of the available XFEL power and can be used in parallel with an actual
experiment, thus allowing tagging of the XFEL temporal properties and post-experimental single-shot
sorting of acquired results.
Photoelectron streaking
In a conventional streak camera, the temporal profile of the incident photon pulse is imprinted on
an electron wavepacket through photoemission. The electronic wavepacket—or in the case of high
X-ray intensities—the burst of photoelectrons is subsequently deflected transversely by a fast voltage
ramp. In this way, the temporal profile of the incident light pulse is mapped to the spatial coordinate
on the electron detection screen. Due to energy dispersion in the photocathode and limitations in the
gradient of the voltage ramp, the temporal resolution that can be achieved in a conventional streak
camera is limited to the picosecond level.
To reach few-femtosecond or even sub-femtosecond resolution, a similar concept is applied in
the attosecond streak camera. Here, the electromagnetic field of a near-infrared laser pulse is used to
project the temporal properties of the X-ray pulse onto a photoelectron wavepacket created through
ionization of a noble gas.
In state-of-the art attosecond physics, a carrier–envelope phase-stable few-cycle laser pulse at
a central wavelength of 750 nm is used to generate attosecond XUV pulses through high harmonic
generation [6]. The resultant XUV pulses are intrinsically synchronized to the field of the driving
laser pulse, assumed to be fully coherent and additionally assumed to be identical from shot to shot.
Attosecond streaking spectroscopy was first applied to characterize these XUV pulses.
Figure 7 shows a sketch of a typical experimental setup and illustrates the basic principle of
streaking. The X-rays eject electrons from gas atoms via the photoelectric effect, and set them free with
a kinetic energy equal to the X-ray photon energy minus the specific electron binding energy of the
atomic shell. These photoelectrons can be described as free electron wave packets for our experimental
conditions. The temporal structure of the generated photoelectron wave packet mimics that of the
incoming XFEL pulse and its width is directly related to the X-ray pulse duration [93].
For the streaking measurement, the XUV pulse is focused on a noble gas target and temporally and
spatially overlapped with an intense laser pulse (the temporal overlap can be adjusted by varying the
optical path lengths between the XUV and NIR beams). Photoelectrons emitted during the streaking
pulse are accelerated by an amount that depends on the instantaneous electric field amplitude or
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vector potential A(t) at the precise moment of ionization. For the polarization and detection oriented
as in Figure 7, the shift in kinetic energy relative to the field-free case is given by:
∆W(t0) ≈ e
√
2Wi
me
A(t0), (1)
where Wi is the initial kinetic energy of the photoelectron, and e and me are the electron charge and
mass. For extended XUV pulses, the variation of the laser electric field during the photoemission results
in different final momenta for electrons ejected at different times. If the photoemission is confined to
within one half-cycle of the laser field (1.25 fs for a carrier wavelength of 750 nm), the initial kinetic
energy distribution of the photoelectrons released by the XUV pulse from the noble gas target will
be uniquely broadened and shifted by the overlapping NIR streaking field. In general, the temporal
profile and spectral phase of the ionizing XUV pulse can be determined by analyzing the broadening
of the detected photoelectrons.
Scanning the relative delay between the ionizing XUV pulse and NIR streaking pulse allows
consecutive measurements to be accumulated and a time-resolved spectrogram to be constructed.
By applying an appropriate retrieval algorithm [94], the streaking pulse and XUV pulse, with temporal
profile and spectral phase can be retrieved from this multi-shot measurement.Appl. Sci. 2017, 7, 915  12 of 42 
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the instant of release t0 into the streaking laser field. The momentum change is detected with a time-
of-flight (TOF) detector, which collects the electrons released along the direction of the streaking field 
polarization. The TOF is oriented such that it is axially aligned with the linear polarization of the laser 
and the XUV pulse. (Figure from [95]). 
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The LCLS was working at a repetition rate of 60 Hz in the so-called ‘low-charge mode’, with an 
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XFEL pulses expected to be of sub-10 femtosecond duration [11]. In order to further minimize the 
XFEL pulse duration, the ‘slotted spoiler’ [32] was inserted into the electron beam at the second bunch 
compressor chicane along the SLAC Linac ahead of X-ray generation in the undulator. With an XFEL 
photon energy of EX-ray = 1790 eV and a binding energy of EB = 870 eV for the 1s electron in neon,  
the central energy of the photoelectrons is distributed around the mean value of 920 eV with a 
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Experimental implementation
For the purpose of the streaking measurement at an XFEL an experiment was conducted (for
further experimental details and theoretical background see [96]) at the atomic, molecular and optical
science (AMO) instrumental end station at the LCLS [97]. It comprises a vacuum chamber within
which an optical laser co-propagates with the XFEL and a magnetic bottle electron spectrometer [98],
a high collection efficiency spectrometer that operates over a broad energy range capable of detecting
the photoelectron spectra for every single shot.
The streaking laser was based on an optical parametric amplifier with the idler tuned to
2.4 µm central wavelength, horizontal polarization of the electric field, a pulse energy of ~30 µJ
and a compressed pulse duration of ~50 fs full width at half maximum (FWHM). The output beam
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of the NIR laser was focused to a 1/e2 beam diameter of ~450 µm in the interaction region, yielding
an optical intensity on target of roughly 4 × 1011 W/cm2 or a corresponding peak vector potential of
the streaking field of Apeak ≈ 0.18 atomic units. As a target for photoexcitation neon gas was streaming
from a nozzle at a background pressure of ~1 × 10−7 mbar in the experimental chamber, and the
photoelectrons were detected with the MBES.
The LCLS was working at a repetition rate of 60 Hz in the so-called ‘low-charge mode’,
with an electron bunch charge of 20 pC around the point of maximum compression at ~10 kA,
producing XFEL pulses expected to be of sub-10 femtosecond duration [11]. In order to further
minimize the XFEL pulse duration, the ‘slotted spoiler’ [32] was inserted into the electron beam at the
second bunch compressor chicane along the SLAC Linac ahead of X-ray generation in the undulator.
With an XFEL photon energy of EX-ray = 1790 eV and a binding energy of EB = 870 eV for the 1s electron
in neon, the central energy of the photoelectrons is distributed around the mean value of 920 eV with
a standard deviation of ~2 eV rms. The bandwidth of the photoline, corresponding to the energy
spread of the X-ray pulse, was measured to be ~3.3 eV rms. The various measured parameters of the
XFEL are summarized in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Measured XFEL parameters. (a) Single-shot distribution of central XFEL photon energy, 
measured with the magnetic bottle electron spectrometer (MBES); (b) Single-shot distribution of XFEL 
photon energy spread (rms); (c) Distribution of relative arrival time between NIR laser and XFEL, 
measured for a nominal delay set to zero (at full temporal overlap); (d) Cross-correlation intensity 
scan, by moving the NIR pulse in small steps through temporal overlap with the X-rays pulse and 
incorporating the arrival time jitter (Blue bars and points are the experimental data, and red full 
curves are fits to the data). 
For the streaking experiment one has to carefully overlap the XFEL pulse with the NIR laser 
spatially and temporally. A fine-scan was performed by integrating the electron detection signal in 
an energy region close to the unstreaked photoline and changing the length of the path of the optical 
laser in small steps (compare Figure 9 for the measurement principle). The better the XFEL and the 
NIR laser are overlapped, the more electrons see the NIR field and the detected electron spectrum 
deviates from a pure photoline. Thus, one gets a time-dependent measure of the strength of the 
overlap. This signal can be used to find the maximum temporal overlap (see Figure 8d). 
Figure 8. Measured XFEL parameters. (a) Single-shot distribution of central XFEL photon energy,
measured with the magnetic bottle electron spectrometer (MBES); (b) Single-shot distribution of XFEL
photon energy spread (rms); (c) Distribution of relative arrival time between NIR laser and XFEL,
measured for a nominal delay set to zero (at full temporal overlap); (d) Cross-correlation intensity
scan, by moving the NIR pulse in small steps through temporal overlap with the X-rays pulse and
incorporating the arrival time jitter (Blue bars and points are the experimental data, and red full curves
are fits to the data).
For the streaking experiment one has to carefully overlap the XFEL pulse with the NIR laser
spatially and temporally. A fine-scan was performed by integrating the electron detection signal in
an energy region close to the unstreaked photoline and changing the length of the path of the optical
laser in small steps (compare Figure 9 for the measurement principle). The better the XFEL and the
NIR laser are overlapped, the more electrons see the NIR field and the detected electron spectrum
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deviates from a pure photoline. Thus, one gets a time-dependent measure of the strength of the overlap.
This signal can be used to find the maximum temporal overlap (see Figure 8d).Appl. Sci. 2017, 7, 915  14 of 42 
 
Figure 9. Determination of XFEL–NIR arrival time jitter. Panels (A,B) show the simulation of X-ray 
pulses (blue, black, purple and yellow) overlapping with the NIR streaking field (red) at different 
relative delays and the corresponding photoelectron spectra. Panel (C) depicts the measured cross-
correlation obtained by integrating the signal over a small region of the spectrum at a point 4σ away 
from the unstreaked photoline for different delay settings. In the case of very poor overlap (the 
situation depicted as the yellow XFEL pulse in panel (A) there is nearly no streaking effect: the 
measured photoline stays narrow and the signal in the region of interest is small. As the X-ray pulse 
overlaps more and more with a vector potential of higher amplitude (the cases of the blue, purple and 
black pulse, in ascending order of streaking potential amplitude), the generated PE spectra become 
ever more broadened and the integrated signal rises accordingly. Therefore, the detected width of this 
cross-correlation can be interpreted as the convolution of the NIR pulse duration and the average 
arrival time jitter between the XFEL and the streaking field (panel (C)), which amounts to ~93 fs rms 
in our case (Figure from [96]). 
Direct time-domain measurement of ultrashort X-ray pulses 
In this experiment [69], the attosecond streaking technique was applied to X-ray FEL pulses for 
the first time. The XFEL and the streaking laser typically are two separate laser sources and need to 
be externally synchronized to keep them temporally overlapped. Nevertheless, even with 
synchronization a residual shot-to-shot arrival time jitter between the two lasers remains. Since the 
arrival time jitter between XFEL and NIR is of the same order as the NIR pulse duration, it is not 
possible to assign a definite delay and corresponding value of the vector potential with respect to the 
streaking field to each single XFEL pulse. With the presented scheme and following analysis one can 
overcome the synchronization issue and derive an upper limit of the X-ray pulse duration for each 
single shot in a manner that is decoupled from all machine parameters and can be used 
simultaneously with any ongoing measurement. 
Before presenting the details of the evaluation, it is an important prerequisite for the following 
analysis to make an estimate of the X-ray pulse duration compared to the streaking laser period. 
Following the previous reasoning, for longer X-ray pulses (enclosing one or more cycles of the 
streaking field) the energy shift of the streaked photoelectron spectrum is negligible, thereby 
resulting in uniformly larger streaked spectral widths. This is evident when looking at the spectra 
presented in Figure 10a,d, which show 50 simulated (a) and measured (d) streaked spectra obtained 
with X-ray pulses stretched to around 25 fs (by changing the compression of the electron bunch) and 
a streaking field with a wavelength of 2 μm. For the X-ray pulses at optimized compression and 
Figure 9. Determination of XFEL–NIR arrival time jitter. Panels (A,B) show the simulation of
X-ray pulses (blue, black, purple and yellow) overlapping with the NIR streaking field (red) at
different relative delays and the corresponding photoelectron spectra. Panel (C) depicts the measured
cross-correlation obtained by integrating the signal over a small region of the spectrum at a point
4σ away from the unstreaked photoline for different delay settings. In the case of very poor overlap
(the situation depicted as the yellow XFEL pulse in panel (A) there is nearly no streaking effect:
the measured photoline stays narrow and the signal in the region of interest is small. As the X-ray
pulse overlaps more and more with a vector potential of higher amplitude (the cases of the blue, purple
and black pulse, in ascending order of streaking potential amplitude), the generated PE spectra become
ever more broadened and the integrated signal rises accordingly. Therefore, the detected width of
this cross-correlation can be interpreted as the convolution of the NIR pulse duration and the average
arrival time jitter between the XFEL and the streaking field (panel (C)), which amounts to ~93 fs rms in
our case (Figure from [96]).
irect ti e-do ain easure ent of ultrashort -ray pulses
In this experi ent [69], the attosecond streaking technique was applied to X-ray FEL pulses
for the first time. The XFEL and the streaking laser typically are two separate laser sources and
need to be externally synchronized to keep them temporally overlapped. Nevertheless, even ith
synchronization a residual shot-to-shot arrival ti e jitter bet een the t o lasers re ains. Since the
arrival ti e jitter bet een FEL and I is of the sa e order as the I pulse duration, it is not
possible to assign a definite delay and corresponding value of the vector potential ith respect to the
streaking field to each single FEL pulse. ith the presented sche e and follo ing analysis one can
overco e the synchronization issue and derive an upper li it of the -ray pulse duration for each
single shot in a manner that is decoupled from all machine parameters and can be used simultaneously
with any ongoing measurement.
Before presenting the details of the evaluation, it is an i portant prerequisite for the follo ing
analysis to ake an esti ate of the -ray lse ration co are to the streaking laser erio .
Follo ing the revio s reasoning, for longer -ray lses (enclosing one or ore cycles of the
streaking field) the energy shift of the streaked photoelectron spectrum is negligible, thereby resulting
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in uniformly larger streaked spectral widths. This is evident when looking at the spectra presented
in Figure 10a,d, which show 50 simulated (a) and measured (d) streaked spectra obtained with
X-ray pulses stretched to around 25 fs (by changing the compression of the electron bunch) and
a streaking field with a wavelength of 2 µm. For the X-ray pulses at optimized compression and
inserting the spoiler [32], one can see in Figure 10b,e that when employing the same 2 µm streaking
laser, the situation is globally unchanged, whereas when using a 2.4 µm wavelength NIR laser, one
observes the apparition of a clear streaking regime [21,66] (Figure 10c,f). This is clear evidence that the
XFEL pulses under these experimental conditions are at least shorter than 8 fs (one period at 2.4 µm
wavelength) and one can apply the streaking concept for the X-ray pulse duration acquisition.
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wavelengths (λ = 2 μm and λ = 2.4 μm). Panels (a–c) are simulations, while (d–f) are constructed from 
the corresponding measurements taken at the LCLS during our experiment. The long 25 fs X-ray 
pulses (panels (a,d)) exhibit nearly no spectral shift but rather uniform smearing of the photoelectron 
(PE) spectra, revealing that for these long pulses the measurement method breaks down. A similar 
behavior can also be observed for the short X-ray pulses (<5 fs) when streaked with the 2 μm NIR 
field, shown in the middle in panels (b,e): the ratio of the period of one optical cycle at this wavelength 
to the X-ray pulse duration is still not optimal, resulting in a high probability to find the spectral center 
near the unstreaked value. In contrast, for the 2.4 μm streaking field, right panels (c,f), the whole 
spectrum is hugely shifted away from the mean, as is expected when the PEs ‘see’ only part of the 
NIR vector potential, a clear demonstration of the onset of the streaking regime. Note that the overall 
shift of the central energy in panels (e,f) from 930 eV to 920 eV is due to an accordingly lower X-ray 
photon energy (1790 eV instead of 1800 eV) for this measurement and is not a streaking effect.  
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the statistical nature of the SASE process the actual pulse shape and thus the duration of consecutive 
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avelengths (λ = 2 µ an λ = 2.4 µ ). Panels (a–c) are si ulations, hile ( –f) are constructed fro
the corresponding measurements taken at the LCLS during our experiment. The long 25 fs X-ray pulses
(panels (a,d)) exhibit nearly no spectral shift but rather uniform smearing of the photoelectron (PE)
spectra, revealing that for these long pulses the measurement method breaks down. A similar behavior
can also be observed for the short X-ray pulses (<5 fs) when streaked with the 2 µm NIR field, shown
in the middle in panels (b,e): the ratio of the period of one optical cycle at this wavelength to the X-ray
pulse duration is still not optimal, resulting in a high probability to find the spectral center near the
unstreaked value. In contrast, for the 2.4 µm streaking field, right panels (c,f), the whole spectrum
is hugely shifted away from the mean, as is expected when the PEs ‘see’ only part of the NIR vector
potential, a clear demonstration of the onset of the streaking regime. Note that the overall shift of the
central energy in panels (e,f) from 930 eV to 920 eV is due to an accordingly lower X-ray photon energy
(1790 eV instead of 1800 eV) for this measurement and is not a streaking effect. (Figure from [96]).
Single-shot X-ray pulse duration measurement
As described above, on of the major challenges for these types of correlation measurements is
the arrival time jitter of each singl XFEL pulse with respect to the NIR laser (see Figure 9). Due to
statistical natur of the SASE process the actual pulse shape and thus the duration of consec tive
XFEL pulses also varies from shot t shot, necessitating a single-sho measurement technique for its
determination. That m ans that one has t adopt a different method t extr ct the X-ray pulse duration
from the measured spectra than what is conventi nally used i streaking experiments with precisely
synchr ized gas-phase high harmonic sources.
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As the relative phase between the X-ray pulse and the streaking field is not known a priori, one
has, in a first step, to determine the value of the streaking vector potential for each single XFEL pulse.
This fact is critical for the analysis and restricts the characterization to the determination of upper
limits for the X-ray pulse durations. The peak of each single-shot spectrum that is pushed farthest
away from the unstreaked center is identified and is assumed to stem from an overlap of the X-ray
pulse with a local maximum of the vector potential. This sets an experimental limit for the local electric
field strength of the streaking laser for each specific X-ray shot and thus for the gradient of the vector
potential, which will be underestimated on average.
In the second step of the evaluation process one uses this vector potential as a calibration factor to
convert the measured spectral width of each streaked photoelectron wave packet into an upper limit
for the duration of the corresponding X-ray pulse.
To illustrate the principle of evaluation, have a look at an example from the data, sketched in
blue in Figure 11a. In this case a streaked spectrum ranging from 915 eV to 945 eV was measured,
corresponding to a width of the streaked spectrum of δs = 30 eV and a maximal energy shift in relation
to the unstreaked photoline at 920 eV of ∆ε = (945 − 920) eV = 25 eV. Following Ref. [99], one assumes
the vector potential ANIR(t) of the streaking field to be approximately linear in time,
ANIR(t) ≈ −Epeak ×
(
t− tpeak
)
, (2)
with a slope given by the peak electric field Epeak = E(tpeak) of the half-cycle that the photoelectrons
are overlapping with, which occurs at the moment tpeak. The period of the streaking laser was
tperiod = 8 fs, setting the time interval for the vector potential to rise from a zero-crossing to a maximum
(a quarter period) to 8 fs/4 = 2 fs. This value corresponds to the above calculated maximum shift
∆ε = 25 eV in the energy domain. Now one can use the measured width of the streaked spectrum,
δs = 30 eV, as a ruler for the pulse length, resulting in an upper limit for the X-ray pulse duration:
τX−ray =
δS
∆ε
× tperiod
4
, (3)
which is (30/25) × (8/4) = 2.4 fs in this case, represented by the blue X-ray pulse on the left in
Figure 11a.
There is, in addition, a residual ambiguity in the analysis method that has to be considered.
Figure 11a shows schematically a second XFEL pulse (green, in the middle) with a different duration
that nevertheless leads to nearly the same measured width of the streaked spectrum. Since it was
assumed that the X-ray pulse partly overlaps with a local maximum of the vector potential, one
cannot discern streaking effects caused by the right or the left edge of this vector potential curve.
To get a correct upper limit for the possible X-ray pulse duration, one therefore must double the
above calculated value to 4.8 fs. All pulse lengths between 2.4 fs and 4.8 fs are compatible with
the measurement.
Figure 11, panels (b)–(e), shows measured streaked photoelectron spectra generated by four
different X-ray shots (solid blue curves) and their derived pulse duration upper limits (red bars on
the right). From the maximum shifted peak in panel (b) a maximal energy shift ∆ε = |−32| eV is
inferred, i.e., the laser half-cycle of 4 fs is mapped onto an energy range of 2× ∆ε = 64 eV. The complete
spectrum spans from −32 eV to 27 eV, setting the overall width to δs = 59 eV and corresponding to
a pulse duration of 3.7 fs. In a similar manner one derives upper limits for the other pulse durations of
3.4 fs in panel (c), 2.8 fs in panel (d) and 2.6 fs in panel (e), respectively. Considering the ambiguity
of the energy-to-time mapping, all these shots are in principle also compatible with the doubled
pulse lengths.
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Owing to the statistical nature of the SASE generated XFEL pulses originating from noise, the X-ray
pulse profiles differ greatly from shot to shot. For the first time, this variation in the intensity
substructure of XFEL pulses can be shown directly in the time domain. In Figure 11b, an XFEL
pulse consisting of only one single peak overlaps with the zero crossing of the vector potential and is
broadened compared to the photoline. Different arrival times of the XFEL pulse relative to the streaking
laser lead to an overall shift of the whole spectrum as depicted in Figure 11c,d, where the XFEL pulse
overlaps with the negative or positive part of the vector potential and the resulting spectrum is shifted
accordingly. An individual peak followed by a tail (c) can be distinguished from a pulse containing
two well-separated spikes (d) or even three individual spikes as shown in Figure 11e.
If one repeats this analysis for each single shot and plots the number of shots versus the
corresponding pulse durations, an estimation of the average FWHM X-ray duration can be built
up as a histogram (Figure 12). The average pulse duration of the XFEL is best fitted by a Gaussian
distribution with a mean value of ~4.5 fs and a standard deviation of 1.7 fs. Clearly, this is a very
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conservative upper limit and the actual pulse duration is likely to be considerably shorter for the vast
majority of LCLS pulses in this mode of operation.
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δs for each of these shot . Figure 13 shows the measurement principle for attosecond X-ray pulses:
For the evaluation of these single-spike pu ses on assumes that due to imple statistical considerations
the predomi ant number of XFEL shots overlaps with a pa t of the ramp of the vector p tential and
hence agai Equation (2) is valid i most cases. Then one can employ a re soning similar t that
described above to assess an upper limit for the puls duration. In order to not overestimate the actual
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For the shot marked as the bigger light blue dot in panel b in Figure 13, the energy shift
amounts to ∆ε = 17.4 eV. Following deconvolution of the initial unstreaked X-ray photon energy
bandwidth, which was determined by separate easurements, from the measured signal and using ∆ε
as a calibration factor the spectral bandwidth of this single peak was found to correspond to an X-ray
pulse with a duration of maximu 800 attoseconds FWHM. In general, the derived upper limits for
the duration of X-ray single-spike pulses are mainly in a range of 750 as to 1500 as (FWHM) (marked
by the green oval in Figure 13b), which is in good agreement with the predictions based on equations
for the SASE process under the conditions of the LCLS machine parameters [48]. However, in case
the X-ray shot is actually overlapping with a maximum of the vector potential, this method breaks
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down; therefore, novel streaking concepts have to be developed for the unambiguous and complete
characterization of X-ray FELs, as presented in Section 3.1.2 for femtosecond pulse structures, and in
the outlook (Section 4) for the determination of the full time–energy information of SASE X-ray pulses
with attosecond resolution.
3.1.2. Laser-Driven Terahertz Streaking for Complete Temporal Characterization
Single-cycle terahertz streaking at XFELs
In contrast to attosecond HHG sources, at SASE XFELs the temporal profile and arrival time
of the X-ray pulse changes from shot to shot and cumulative measurements are typically not
possible. Therefore, the pulse measurements should be performed on a single-shot basis. In addition,
the duration of SASE FEL pulses can be as long as 100 femtoseconds. As a result, lower frequency
streaking fields, in the THz regime, are required (1 THz corresponds to a half-cycle time of 500 fs) as
the ionizing FEL pulse must be shorter than a half-cycle of the streaking field.
While phase-locked THz pulses do not typically exist at XFEL facilities, at FLASH it is possible to
send the “spent” FEL-driving electron bunch through an additional dedicated undulator to generate
multi-cycle, phase-stable THz pulses. In principle, this allows for direct application of attosecond
techniques. Indeed, in previous work, this THz source was used as the streaking field for temporal
characterization of the XUV FEL pulses [101]. However, this technique does not provide access
to relative timing information for pump–probe experiments. Furthermore, the THz streaking field
changes as the electron beam is varied, fluctuates or is tuned, influencing the measurement and
effectively limiting the utility of this technique. In an extreme case, when the accelerator is tuned for
the shortest FEL pulses using low-charge highly compressed bunches, the beam-based generated THz
might not even be strong enough for streaking.
An independent laser-driven THz source for pulse characterization overcomes the limitations
of streaking with accelerator-based THz sources, while maintaining the capability to characterize
100 fs long pulses. In addition, as laser-driven THz fields are locked to the external laser, the streaking
measurement provides the capability to determine simultaneously the FEL pulse arrival time and its
pulse profile on a time base that is synchronized to the pump–probe experiment environment.
Many laser-based THz sources rely on optical rectification of femtosecond Ti:sapphire laser pulses
in a LiNbO3 crystal [102]. With this technique, high-field phase-stable single-cycle THz pulses with
pulse durations of ~2 ps can be generated. The THz vector potential, which is the relevant quantity in
streaking spectroscopy, has a half-cycle of ~600 fs. The half-cycle duration, or streaking ramp gives the
dynamic range of the measurement. Notably, it is significantly longer than the maximum expected
FEL pulse duration and facility timing jitter. Therefore, once the temporal overlap between the X-ray
pulse and the THz pulse has been established, all subsequent FEL pulses will overlap at some point on
the single-valued streaking ramp allowing them to be characterized unambiguously.
The principle of a single-cycle THz streaking measurement is illustrated in Figure 14. Three
characteristic measurement conditions are shown in the figure. In the first panel the FEL and THz
pulses are not temporally overlapped, therefore, the photoelectron spectrum remains unperturbed
and only the FEL pulse spectrum shifted by the ionizing potential of the target gas is measured. In the
second panel the FEL pulse is overlapped with an extremum of the vector potential (it overlaps with
the bottom of the streaking ramp), resulting in a maximally downshifted photoelectron spectrum with
minimized spectral broadening. Consequently, the temporal structure of the pulse is not observed
in the measured spectrum. In the last panel, the ionizing FEL pulse coincides with a zero crossing
of the THz vector potential A(t). Photoelectrons emitted by the leading and trailing edges of the
FEL pulse are streaked with a momentum shift of opposite sign, resulting in a maximally broadened
photoelectron around the field-free central energy. At this temporal overlap, the arrival time as well as
the temporal profile and duration of the FEL pulse can be accessed with highest resolution.
If the streaked photoelectron spectrum is significantly broader than the initial bandwidth of the
ionizing FEL pulse, the temporal profile of the FEL pulse can be recovered directly from the measured
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spectrum. In this case, also referred to as the strong streaking regime, the energy gradient that is
imprinted onto the electron wavepacket by the streaking field is much larger than the initial energy
variation caused by an FEL pulse with an initial energy chirp. As a result, the degree of spectral
broadening is assumed to depend only on the duration of the FEL pulse and the gradient of the THz
streaking field.
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temporal profile (black filled area), is broadened and shifted, or “streaked”, depending on the instant 
of overlap with the THz pulse. The THz streaking pulse electric field is shown in blue, while the 
corresponding vector potential is drawn in red in all three panels. On the right vertical axis, the 
resulting kinetic energy of the photoelectrons is indicated: in black the field-free spectrum, defined 
by the SASE FEL bandwidth in the unstreaked case (a), and in gray spectra for the streaked cases, at 
overlap with an extremum (b) or at the zero-crossing (c) of the THz vector potential. In (c), overlap 
occurs near the zero-crossing of the THz vector potential where the arrival time and temporal profile 
can be accessed with the highest resolution (reproduced with permission from [103], Copyright 
Nature Publishing Group, 2012). 
To make a calibrated transformation from the streaked photoelectron spectra to the time domain, 
the THz vector potential must be known. Due to timing jitter at FELs, the vector potential cannot 
typically be determined directly from the streaking spectrogram as is the case in attosecond 
spectroscopy. Rather, at XFELs the transformation map is determined in a two-step process. First the 
electric field shape is evaluated independently by electro-optic-sampling. Second the electric field is 
scaled by evaluating a distribution of streaking measurements over all possible time delays. 
Measurements that overlap with a maximum of the vector potential result in maximal kinetic energy 
shift, as depicted in Figure 14, panel b. The maximum kinetic energy shift can then be inverted to 
determine the absolute THz electric field strength: 
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Here, λL is the streaking laser wavelength, E0 is the maximum electric field, Wi is the initial 
electron energy and c is the velocity of light in vacuum. With the transformation map and under the 
assumptions listed above, the temporal profile of the FEL pulse can be retrieved from a single-shot 
streaked spectrum as illustrated in Figure 15. 
THz streaking can be used to simultaneously determine the arrival time of the FEL pulse. But,  
it is important to note that the information provided by this diagnostic is far more complete than a 
simple arrival time. In fact, the FEL pulse profile is given on a time-base defined by the THz streak 
ramp that is locked to the experiment environment, if the same femtosecond laser pulse that is used 
the generate the THz streaking pulse is also used to pump dynamics in an independent experiment. 
With this complete information, it is possible to define a single point as the “arrival time”. This point 
could be given by the center-of-mass of the FEL pulse, or the position of the peak intensity of the FEL 
pulse, or at a certain intensity threshold. The exact definition would depend on the dynamics being 
Figure 14. Schematic of FEL pulse characterization by THz streaking. Three distinct measurements
are depicted in frames (a–c). FEL induced photoemission from a noble gas, which replicates the
FEL temporal profile (black filled area), is broadened and shifted, or “streaked”, depending on the
instant of overlap with the THz pulse. The THz streaking pulse electric field is shown in blue, while
the corresponding vector potential is drawn in red in all three panels. On the right vertical axis,
the resulting kinetic energy of the photoelectrons is indicated: in black the field-free spectrum, defined
by the SASE FEL bandwidth in the unstreaked case (a), and in gray spectra for the streaked cases,
at overlap with an extremum (b) or at the zero-crossing (c) of the THz vector potential. In (c), overlap
occurs near the zero-crossing of the THz vector potential where the arrival time and temporal profile
can be accessed with the highest resolution (reproduced with permission from [103], Copyright Nature
Publishing Group, 2012).
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Here, λL is the streaking laser wavelength, E0 is the maximum electric field, Wi is the initial
electron energy and c is the velocity of light in vacuum. With the transformation map and under the
assumptions listed above, the temporal profile of the FEL pulse can be retrieved from a single-shot
streaked spectrum as illustrated in Figure 15.
THz streaking can be used to simultaneously determine the arrival time of the FEL pulse. But, it is
important to note that the information provided by this diagnostic is far more complete than a simple
arrival time. In fact, the FEL pulse profile is given on a time-base defined by the THz streak ramp that is
locked to the experiment environment, if the same femtosecond laser pulse that is used the generate the
THz streaking pulse is also used to pump dynamics in an independent experiment. With this complete
information, it is possible to define a single point as the “arrival time”. This point could be given by the
center-of-mass of the FEL pulse, or the position of the peak intensity of the FEL pulse, or at a certain
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intensity threshold. The exact definition would depend on the dynamics being observed, but crucially,
any definition can be chosen when the pulse is characterized on an experimentally relevant time base.
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Figure 15. Mapping THz streaked spectrum to temporal profile. When the streaked photoelectron 
spectrum (blue line) is significantly broader than the initial spectral bandwidth of the FEL photon 
pulse (blue filled area), the temporal profile (violet filled area) of the ionizing FEL pulse can be easily 
retrieved. The red curve indicates the streaking vector potential used as a transformation map, to 
obtain temporal information from a measurement in the spectral domain. (Figure from [95]). 
For FEL pulses with a broad initial bandwidth and large initial energy variation across the pulse, 
it may not be possible to neglect the initial chirp in these streaking measurements. Moreover, it may 
be crucial for experimental applications to characterize the spectral chirp in the FEL pulse. 
For linearly chirped FEL pulses, at least two measurements of the streaked photoelectron 
spectrum at opposite slopes of the vector potential are required to infer the temporal duration and 
shape of the ionizing pulse [104]. At FELs, different experimental approaches can be taken to achieve 
this on a single shot basis. For example, two time-of-flight detectors, both mounted in the plane of 
the streaking field polarization but in opposite directions could be used to record two spectra with 
opposite slope. Alternatively, it has been proposed that different phases of the streaking pulse can be 
realized by taking advantage of the Gouy phase shift, which occurs when a Gaussian beam 
propagates through a focus [105]. 
If single-shot information cannot be obtained, information regarding the average chirp of the 
FEL pulses could be obtained by making two sets of measurements with THz pulses generated with 
two distinctly different phases. This can be realized easily for certain THz generation methods. In 
particular, for THz pulses generated using collinear rectification in ZnTe or organic crystals with 
higher electro-optic coefficients. 
Measurement resolution 
The temporal resolution in THz streaking of X-ray pulses depends primarily on the energy 
resolution of the photoelectron spectrometer and the THz streaking strength. In addition, the initial 
FEL pulse bandwidth and the evolution and Gouy phase advance of the THz pulse in the interaction 
region can also limit the temporal resolution. Moreover, shot-to-shot intensity fluctuation of the 
streaking pulse, as well as energy jitter in the FEL pulse can degrade the temporal resolution of  
the measurement. 
Typically, the streaked photoelectron spectrum is recorded with a time-of-flight (TOF) spectrometer. 
The energy of the photoelectron is determined by measuring the time t required by the electron to 
travel from the interaction region to the detector placed at a known distance L. The kinetic energy of 
the electron is given by: 
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by the electron to travel from the interaction region to the detector placed at a known distance L.
The kinetic energy of the electron is given by:
Ekin =
1
2
me
L2
t2
(5)
From this simple kinematic equation, a measure of the energy resolution ∆Ekin can be written:
∆Ekin =
2
√
2√
me
∆t
L
E
3
2
kin, (6)
where ∆t is the smallest interval that can be resolved by the electronic detection system.
The acceptance angle of the TOF spectrometer is defined by its geometry (length of the drift tube
and detector diameter). In order to enhance the sensitivity, the TOF is equipped with an electrostatic
lens at the entrance of the drift tube, which increases the effective acceptance angle for electrons
within a specific kinetic energy range. Additionally, a post acceleration stage in the TOF ensures a flat
response of the electron detector (multi-channel plate, MCP) regardless of the initial electrons’ kinetic
energy. Wide acceptance angle, and flat detector response is especially important for measurements
at FELs, as the full spectrum of photoelectrons must be collected in a single shot. High efficiency
through a larger acceptance angle is usually accompanied by a decrease of the energy resolution
due to variations in the electron flight path for electrons of same energy, but with different initial
momentum. Moreover, the need to collect single-shot spectra, means that many photoelectrons must
be generated during each exposure which can lead to space charge and additional degradation of the
energy resolution.
Beyond these fundamental factors, the relationship written above for ∆Ekin indicates that the
energy resolution of the TOF is limited by the length of the drift tube and the temporal resolution
of the detection electronics. The latter one includes the response time of the MCP electron detector
and the resolution of the analog-to-digital (ADC) converter [106]. To improve the energy resolution,
retardation potentials can be applied to increase the flight time of the electrons, before they enter the
drift tube.
At FELs, the relative energy resolution of electron TOF spectrometers is usually not much better
than ~1%. The dominant issue lies in the temporal resolution of the detection electronics for multiple
photoelectron acquisition.
The issue is illustrated in Figure 16. In the first panel, the signal resulting from a single electron
response is illustrated. The single electron response is amplified and a pulse with a characteristic
duration determined by the capacitive properties of the MCP amplifier is produced. For a TOF
operating in a single-electron mode, it is sufficient to determine the time-of-flight from the rising
edge of this signal, which can be determined with high accuracy, depending mostly on the temporal
resolution of the ADC that samples the pulse. In panel b, the MCP response for multiple distinct
single-electron events are depicted. This situation is typical in the case of experiments at synchrotrons,
where, on average, less than one electron per X-ray shot is detected. The accumulated arrival time
distribution of the single photoelectron events gives the photoelectron spectrum. The time resolution
is mostly determined by the rise time of the MCP signal and the resolution of the digitizer.
In contrast, in measurements at FELs, where the entire photoelectron spectrum must be recorded
in one FEL shot, the sum of the individual electron signals is collected and the detector acts as
a current amplifier, rather than a discriminator for counting single-electron events. The measured
photoelectron spectrum is then a convolution of the actual signal and the width of the single-electron
signal. Therefore, to increase the resolution of single-shot TOF measurements, the pulse width of
a single-electron event must be reduced. To achieve this, MCP amplifiers with a smaller diameter can
be used; however, this would reduce the collection efficiency.
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Figure 16. Time-of-flight (TOF) Energy resolution at FELs. In contrast to application at synchrotrons, 
the resolution in time-of-flight spectra collected at XFELs is dependent on the single electron response 
of the detector. Panel (a) depicts the single-electron response; panel (b) shows multiple electron hits; 
panel (c) shows the effective resolution, if the multiple electron hits are accumulated within a single-
shot acquisition or a cumulative acquisition. At XFELs, the acquisition is single-shot and the observed 
signal is a convolution of the photoelectron bandwidth with the single-electron response. If the 
acquisition is cumulative, the observed signal is the convolution of the photoelectron bandwidth and 
the resolution with which the edge of the single-electron signal can be determined. (Figure from [95]). 
Independent of TOF detector issues, the THz streaking strength determines the degree of 
broadening of the photoelectron spectra and thus directly influences the achievable temporal 
resolution. The FEL pulse can be retrieved with the highest resolution, if it is overlapped at the zero 
crossing of the streaking pulse vector potential. At this overlap, the maximum streaking strength is 
present and given by [101]: 
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The average streaking speed is given by the ratio of the peak-to-peak amplitude of the kinetic 
energy shift to the rise time of the streaking vector potential: 
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With these formulas, a measure of the temporal resolution of the streaking measurement can be 
written as: 
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where ߪ୤୧ୣ୪ୢି୤୰ୣୣ	 is the width of the photoelectron spectrum without streaking field. 
Clearly, the temporal resolution can be increased by applying steeper streaking fields. Such 
fields can be achieved by scaling the THz generation to higher peak intensities, or alternatively by 
using higher frequency THz pulses with shorter streaking ramps. 
Experimental implementation 
Proof-of-principle experiments on THz streaking were first performed at the free-electron laser 
FLASH in Hamburg. This facility operates in the XUV spectral range emitting pulses with ~100 
femtosecond duration and below. Typical pulse energies are on the order of 100 μJ. The experimental 
setup is shown in Figure 17. 
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with which the edge of t e single- lec ron si nal can be determined. (Figu e from [95]).
Independent of TOF detector issues, the THz streaking strength determines the degree of
broadening of the photoelectron spectra and thus directly influences the achievable temporal resolution.
The FEL pulse can be retrieved with the highest resolution, if it is overlapped at the zero crossing of
the streaking pulse vector potential. At this overlap, the maximum streaking strength is present and
given by [101]:
s =
∂(∆W)
∂t
(7)
The average streaking speed is given by the ratio of the peak-to-peak amplitude of the kinetic
energy shift to the rise time of the streaking vector potential:
savg =
∆Wmax−min
trise
(8)
ith these formulas, a measure of the temporal resolution of the streaking measurement can be
written as:
τres =
σfield−free
s
, (9)
where σfield−free is the width of the photoelectron spectrum without streaking field.
Clearly, the temporal resolution can be increased by applying steeper streaking fields. Such fields
can be achieved by scaling the THz generation to higher peak intensities, or alternatively by using
higher frequency THz pulses with shorter streaking ramps.
Experimental implementation
Proof-of-principle experiments on THz streaking were first performed at the free-electron laser FLASH
in Hamburg. This facility operates in the XUV spectral range emitting pulses with ~100 femtosecond
duration and below. Typical pulse energies are on the order of 100 µJ. The experimental setup is shown
in Figure 17.
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Figure 17. THz streaking apparatus. Layout of the THz streaking experimental setup used at FLASH: 
The NIR laser pulse is split into two parts. Most of the pulse energy is used for the tilted pulse-front 
THz generation in LiNbO3, in setup geometry as shown. The remaining 1% pulse energy is used as a 
probe for electro-optic sampling (EOS) of the THz pulses in a 500 μm thick zinc telluride (ZnTe) 
crystal. The NIR probe pulse and the FEL pulse pass through a 2 mm hole in the parabolic mirror and 
are collinearly overlapped with the THz beam and focused into the interaction region, which is fixed 
by the position of the time-of-flight spectrometer. For the EO-sampling a ZnTe crystal is placed in the 
exact interaction region. The crystal is also used as an observation screen for monitoring the spatial 
overlap of the FEL and the NIR probe pulses. For the streaking measurement a gas nozzle providing 
neon or helium is placed in the interaction region. The FEL pulses eject a burst of photoelectrons from 
the atomic gas system and the kinetic energy of the photoelectrons is modified by the THz pulse. 
Recording the photoelectron spectrum with the TOF spectrometer consequently enables characterization 
of the FEL pulse (reproduced with permission from [103], Copyright Nature Publishing Group, 2012). 
THz pulses were generated with user pump–probe laser, ~3 mJ, 60 fs pulses from a Ti:sapphire 
laser amplifier by tilted pulse front optical rectification in LiNbO3. The peak on-target electric field 
strength was observed to be 165 kV/cm. The THz electric-field shape was characterized independently 
by electro-optic sampling, and the absolute field strength determined from a distribution of streaking 
measurements as discussed before. The THz electric field is shown in Figure 18, panel a. 
Single-shot streaking measurements on XUV pulses at ~260 eV photon energy were made in 
helium. The corresponding single-shot and averaged THz streaking spectrograms are shown in 
Figure 18, panels b and c, respectively. To build the spectrogram, the delay between the THz and the 
soft X-ray pulses was scanned in 100 fs steps. Approximately 400 single-shot spectra were averaged 
at each time delay to generate the averaged spectrogram. For large delays, where the THz field is 
weak, the He 1s photoemission peak is nearly unaffected and located near its field-free energy. Close 
to temporal overlap the kinetic energy of the photoelectrons is shifted and broadened depending on 
the THz streaking field phase. In the averaged spectrogram the dynamic range given by the single 
valued THz streaking ramp is indicated with dashed white lines. As the streaking ramp of ~600 fs is 
significantly longer than the maximum expected FEL pulse duration and timing jitter, once the 
streaking THz pulse and the FEL are temporally overlapped, all single-shot acquisitions will occur 
on a uniquely defined position on the streaking ramp. 
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The I laser pulse is split into t o parts. ost of the pulse energy is used for the tilted pulse-front
T z generation in Li b , in setup geometry as shown. The remaining 1% pulse energy is used as
a probe for electro-optic sampling (EOS) of the THz pulses in a 500 µ thick zinc telluride (ZnTe)
crystal. The NIR probe pulse and the FEL pulse pass through a 2 hole in the parabolic irror and
are collinearly overlapped with the THz beam and focused into the interaction region, which is fixed by
the position of the time-of-flight spectrometer. For the EO-sampling a ZnTe crystal is placed in the exact
interaction region. The crystal is also used as an observation screen for monitoring the spatial overlap
of the FEL and the NIR probe pulses. For the streaking measurement a gas nozzle providing neon
or helium is placed in the interaction region. The FEL pulses eject a burst of photoelectrons from the
atomic gas system and the kinetic energy of the photoelectrons is modified by the THz pulse. Recording
the photoelectron spectrum with the TOF spectrometer consequently enables characterization of the
FEL pulse (reproduced with permission from [103], Copyright Nature Publishing Group, 2012).
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Figure 18. Proof-of-principle streaking measurement at FLASH. (a) The single-cycle THz electric field. 
(b) Single-shot spectrogram composed of 12,000 consecutive shots. (c) The averaged spectrogram, 
with approximately 400 shots binned at each 100-femtosecond time step. The duration of the THz 
streaking ramp is indicated by the dashed white lines in the right panel, giving the dynamic range of 
the measurement, which is ~600 fs. (Figure from [95]). 
A characteristic single-shot measurement reproduced from reference [103] is shown in  
Figure 19. The streaked spectrum is shown in panel a. The retrieved temporal profile, with conversion 
map as a dashed line, is shown in panel b. The statistical error in the single-shot spectrum is calculated 
according to the number of electrons collected within the energy resolution window of the detector. 
As the photoelectron spectrum is heavily oversampled, boxcar integration is performed across the 
spectrum, resulting in a smooth error envelope that bounds the measured spectrum. The 
reconstructed FEL pulse exhibits a dominant central feature with a width of (53 ± 5) fs FWHM and 
has weaker satellite features at approximately 100 fs from the main peak. 
 
Figure 19. Single-shot FEL pulse profile. (a) Example of a measured streaked photoelectron spectrum. 
The shaded error envelope is calculated by boxcar integration, based on the number of electrons 
collected within the TOF energy resolution window of the time-of-flight spectrometer. The blue dots 
are raw data points in the measured streaked spectra. Orange curve shows the spectra after Fourier 
filtering to remove high-frequency noise. Blue curves are filtered, streaked spectra following 
deconvolution of the photoelectron spectrometer resolution. (b) Retrieved temporal profile for this 
FEL shot. Orange and blue curves are the mapped intensity structures corresponding to the Fourier-
filtered spectrum and the deconvolved spectrum in panel (a), respectively. The energy-to-time 
conversion map is depicted as the dashed gray line in panel (b), with the corresponding energy axis 
on the right (reproduced with permission from [103], Copyright Nature Publishing Group, 2012). 
The temporal profile shown in Figure 19 is given on a time base that is locked to the laser that 
generates the streaking THz pulse. This information can be condensed into a single arrival timestamp 
by calculating the center-of-mass of the retrieved FEL pulse profile. To evaluate the short-term timing 
jitter at FLASH ~450 consecutive FEL pulses, collected near time-zero were analyzed. The results are 
displayed in Figure 20. The shot-to-shot analysis is shown in panel a, and the distribution of arrival 
times, which is the timing jitter, is shown in panel b. 
		
Figure 18. Proof-of-principle streaking measurement at FLASH. (a) The single-cycle THz electric field.
(b) Single-shot spectrogram composed of 12,000 consecutive shots. (c) The averaged spectrogram,
with approximately 400 shots binned at each 100-femtosecond time step. The duration of the THz
streaking ramp is indicated by the dashed white lines in the right panel, giving the dynamic range of
the measurement, which is ~600 fs. (Figure from [95]).
A characteristic single-shot measurement reproduced from reference [103] is shown in Figure 19.
The streaked spectrum is shown in panel a. The retrieved temporal profile, with conversion map
as a dashed line, is shown in panel b. The statistical error in the single-shot spectrum is calculated
according to the number of electrons collected within the energy resolution window of the detector.
As the photoelectron spectrum is heavily oversampled, boxcar integration is performed across the
spectrum, resulting in a smooth error envelope that bounds the measured spectrum. The reconstructed
FEL pulse exhibits a dominant central feature with a width of (53 ± 5) fs FWHM and has weaker
satellite features at approximately 100 fs from the main peak.
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Figure 19. Single-shot FEL pulse profile. (a) Example of a measured streaked photoelectron spectrum.
The shaded error envelope is calculated by boxcar integration, based on the number of electrons
collected within the TOF energy resolution window of the time-of-flight spectrometer. The blue
dots are raw data points in the measured streaked spectra. Orange curve shows the spectra after
Fourier filtering to remove high-frequency noise. Blue curves are filtered, streaked spectra following
deconvolution of the photoelectron spectrometer resolution. (b) Retrieved temporal profile for this FEL
shot. Orange and blue curves are the mapped intensity structures corresponding to the Fourier-filtered
spectrum and the deconvolved spectrum in panel (a), respectively. The energy-to-time conversion
map is depicted as the dashed gray line in panel (b), with the corresponding energy axis on the right
(reproduced with permission from [103], Copyright Nature Publishing Group, 2012).
The temporal profile shown in Figure 19 is given on a time base that is locked to the laser that
generates the streaking THz pulse. This information can be condensed into a single arrival timestamp
by calculating the center-of-mass of the retrieved FEL pulse profile. To evaluate the short-term timing
jitter at FLASH ~450 consecutive FEL pulses, collected near time-zero were analyzed. The results are
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displayed in Figure 20. The shot-to-shot analysis is shown in panel (a), and the distribution of arrival
times, which is the timing jitter, is shown in panel (b).Appl. Sci. 2017, 7, 915  27 of 42 
 
Figure 20. Arrival time and jitter. Panel (a), false color plot of 50 consecutive single-shot measurements 
recorded close to time zero. The center of mass of the individual photoelectron spectra (black dots) is 
used to determine the arrival time of each pulse. Panel (b) shows the distribution of arrival times 
collected over ~450 consecutive shots with a Gaussian fit. The corresponding width of the fit is  
~87 fs rms, which is a measure of the short-term timing jitter between the pump–probe laser that 
generates the THz, and the FEL (reproduced with permission from [103], Copyright Nature 
Publishing Group, 2012). 
The Gaussian fit to the distribution has a width 87 fs rms, which is a measure of the short-term 
timing jitter between the FEL and the pump–probe laser. This value is consistent with the expected 
performance of the electronic laser synchronization [83]. The accuracy of the relative arrival time 
information is mainly influenced by the stability of the mean FEL photon energy. During our 
measurements, it fluctuated with a level of 1 eV rms, which corresponds to a time-of-arrival 
uncertainty of ~6 fs rms. 
THz generation in LiNbO3 is attractive, as the rise time of the streaking field is ~600 fs, resulting 
in a dynamic range that allows for measurement of all pulses, with lengths that can exceed 100 fs in 
duration. But the streaking power is limited. Alternatively, THz streaking fields can be generated by 
collinear optical rectification of infrared laser pulses in the organic electro-optic salt 4-N,N-
dimethylamino-4′-N′-methyl-stilbazolium tosylate (DAST). THz fields generated in the DAST crystal 
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Figure 20. Arrival ti e and jitter. Panel (a), false color plot of 50 consecutive single-shot easure ents
recorded close to ti e zero. The center of mass of the individual photoelectron spectra (black dots)
is used to determine the arrival time of each pulse. Panel (b) shows the distribution of arrival ti es
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The Gaussian fit to the distribution has a width 87 fs rms, which is a measure of the short-term
timing jitter between the FEL and the pump–probe laser. This value is consistent with the expected
performance of the electronic laser synchronization [83]. The accuracy of the relative arrival time
information is mainly influenced by the stability of the mean FEL photon energy. During our
measurements, it fluctuated with a level of 1 eV rms, which corresponds to a time-of-arrival uncertainty
of ~6 fs rms.
THz generation in LiNbO3 is attractive, as the rise time of the streaking field is ~600 fs,
resulting in a dynamic range that allows for measurement of all pulses, with lengths that can exceed
100 fs in duration. But the streaking power is limited. Alternatively, THz streaking fields can
be generated by collinear optical rectification of infrared laser pulses in the organic electro-optic
salt 4-N,N-dimethylamino-4′-N′-methyl-stilbazolium tosylate (DAST). THz fields generated in the
DAST crystal have steeper half-cycle rise-times of ~180 fs, which in principle can lead to higher
resolution measurements.
At LCLS measurements on 1.1 keV soft X-rays were made using THz pulses generated in DAST.
High field strengths approaching 1 MV/cm were observed in the interaction region. However,
these measurements suffered from timing jitter due to the reduced dynamic range. The timing jitter
between XFEL and THz was measured at ~200 fs rms. Therefore, an additional method for sorting
the arrival time of the X-ray pulses with respect to the THz pulses was required to isolate shots that
arrived on the single-valued THz streaking ramp [107].
Three streaking spectrograms collected as the relative delay between DAST-THz pulse and X-ray
pulse was smoothly varied are shown in Figure 21. The panel on the left shows the single-shot
measurements in the order as they were collected and the panel in the center shows the single-shot
spectra re-ordered according to the additional timing information from the spectral encoding
measurements. In the sorted spectrogram, the shots arriving on the single-valued streaking ramp
are clearly identified, allowing for calibrated transformation from streaked kinetic energy to time.
The panel on the right shows the measured spectrogram after rotating the DAST crystal by 180 degrees
to reverse the sign of the streaking field. In principle, as in attosecond spectroscopy and discussed
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earlier, this provides access to the average spectral phase, or chirp, of the X-ray pulse in addition to the
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The streaking power s (Equation (7)) in the DAST measurements was ~1.7 fs/eV. With 1% relative
energy resolution in the measured photoelectron spectrum, these fields have the potential to be used
to achieve ~5 fs resolution in the X-ray profile measurements.
For higher time resolution, to measure pulses compressed to several femtoseconds in duration
and shorter to the sub-femtosecond, attosecond regime the wavelength of the streaking fields needs to
be decreased further. In attosecond physics, ~10 attosecond resolution is routinely achieved using near
infrared streaking fields. However, these fields provide dynamic range of only ~1.5 fs and are only
suitable for attosecond pulse characterization.
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is the angular frequency of the streaking field. The energy shift term of Equation (4) predicting the
maximum THz streaking effect,
√
8WiUp, shows that the energy shift increases as the square root of
the electron kinetic energy after photoionization Wi. Thus, the streaking effect is indeed stronger and
more pronounced, but the difficulties in streaking with hard X-rays come from different sources.
Hard X-rays, especially those over 5 keV photon energy, tend to be fairly non-interactive with
most materials. The photoionization cross sections for most elements and molecules drop by orders of
magnitude when compared to soft X-rays [108], and make the observation of any kind of photoelectron
spectrum on a single-shot basis difficult. Since most FELs that can generate high-energy X-ray radiation
tend to have shot-to-shot temporal jitter, and THz streaking is used as a diagnostic to measure that
jitter, this difficulty has to be overcome, and there must be enough signal generated in a single shot
to measure the temporal properties of the FEL beam. Simply ramping up the gas pressure in the
interaction region to get more signal is also not an option, since the TOF spectrometers used for
THz streaking measurements have MCPs as their detectors, and they tend to begin malfunctioning
if the background pressure of the vacuum chamber becomes too high. Last, but not least, the choice
of observable photoionization lines is very limited for hard X-rays, and the large streaking effect
heavily influences the settings on the TOF spectrometers themselves. Yet, the experience with the
Photon Arrival and Length Monitor (PALM) at the beamtimes performed at the SACLA FEL [12] have
conclusively shown that these challenges can be overcome.
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Solutions and experience
The experiments performed with hard X-ray streaking at FELs have used photon energies as
high as 10 keV [109,110], and had the challenge of performing the streaking measurements for single
FEL pulses. The experiment was performed at SACLA, which works at a repetition rate of 30 Hz and
pulse energies between 150 µJ and 300 µJ. The choice of a gaseous target with suitable electron binding
energies at 10 keV photon energy is limited, and the closest easily reachable noble gas absorption edge
is that of the xenon L shell. In this particular case, the Xe 2p3/2 photoionization line was the best suited
for the measurements, as it had the largest cross section at this photon energy, and xenon was easily
available for the experiment.
To ensure that the number of photoelectrons generated by the ionization process was as large as
possible, while keeping the mean background pressure in the vacuum chamber low enough for safe
MCP operation at the same time, the experimental setup used pulsed piezo valves [111] that were
synchronized to the FEL trigger signal and allowed short 15 µs (FWHM) bursts of xenon gas into
the chamber very close to the interaction region. A large 1200 L/s pump was placed directly below
the gas jet to suck away the particles as quickly as possible and additional differential pumping was
installed for the TOFs. The valve was backed by xenon gas at a pressure between 2 bar and 3 bar above
atmosphere and was equipped with a conical nozzle with a 150 µm exit diameter, which forced the
gas atoms to cluster upon entering the chamber. This arrangement both increased the local density of
the atoms at the point of photoionization due to the formation of large, thousand-strong Xe clusters,
and prevented a large broadening of the gas jet as it streamed from the nozzle into the vacuum [112].
Overall, the choice of xenon gas as the interaction medium together with the specific nozzle type
ensured that there was sufficient signal for single-shot measurements even at 10 keV, and worked well
even when the intensity of the X-rays was reduced by introducing a monochromator into the beam
path. Moreover, a non-streaked TOF photoionization measurement was implemented upstream of the
THz streaking region, since both the bandwidth and the photon energy of FEL pulses change from
shot to shot. The availability of a calibration measurement for every shot makes the evaluation of the
single-shot arrival time jitter and the temporal characteristics of FEL pulses much easier.
Because the kinetic energy of electrons set free at 10 keV X-ray photon energy amounts to about
5200 eV for the Xe 2p3/2 shell, the streaking shift in electron momentum according to Equation (1) is
much larger than that experienced with soft X-rays, even when fairly weak THz fields are applied.
In the experiments performed in [109,110], the electric field strength of the focused THz beam in the
interaction region was only between 5 MV/m and 6 MV/m, but the maximum streaking energy shift
observed was about 100 eV. To accommodate this large shift, the TOFs had to be designed to be able to
detect electrons over a large energy window with constant resolution over the whole range and special
care had to be taken to not accidentally cut off any signal by choosing the retardation potentials on the
TOFs too high. For example, though the kinetic energies of streaked photoelectrons shifted by ±100 eV
lie between 5100 eV and 5300 eV in this case, the retardation potentials were set to an upper limit of
about 4850 V to ensure that no signal was lost and the spectral resolution was not compromised due to
contributions from the full FEL bandwidth or dispersive focusing effects of the TOF.
In addition to these special components, the setup also included the standard components for
a THz streak camera. A parabolic mirror with a centered hole inside the vacuum chamber focused the
collimated THz beam collinearly with the FEL propagation direction onto the streaking interaction
region. The schematic setup of the experiment from [110] is shown in Figure 22.
The experiment conducted in [110] compared the arrival time measurements of the
spatial-encoding SACLA timing tool and the PALM, finding that the two agreed to within about
17 fs of each other at 9 keV photon energy. Earlier measurements presented in [109] showed a better
arrival time agreement, which can be explained by the altered geometry for the PALM in [109].
The entrance opening to the TOF was twice as far away from the interaction region than ideal due
to a manufacturing issue with the PALM chamber, which affected the number of electrons that were
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detected. This in turn caused the peaks to be less well-defined and reduced the accuracy of the
measurement accordingly. The measurements are presented in Figure 23.
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Figure 23. Comparison of the spatial-encoding timing tool with the Photon Arrival and Length Monitor
(PALM) at SPring-8 angstrom compact free-electron laser (SACLA) (reproduced with permission
from [110], Copyright Optical Society, 2017). (a) co pares the SACLA timi g tool (blu solid line)
and the PALM (red dashed line) arrival time measurements for a set of consecutive pulses; (b) shows
the correlation ρ between the two methods for several thousand shots; (c) shows the histogram of the
deviations between the two methods from (b).
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To demonstrate the flexibility of the PALM, two-color mode measurements at SACLA showed that
the PALM could also measure the temporal separation of multiple FEL pulses. In this mode, the FEL
was set to create two FEL pulses at photon energies of 9 keV and 8.8 keV, with the ability to shift their
relative arrival times with respect to each other by manipulating the X-ray generating electron beam
with the help of a magnetic chicane. The average rms jitter of the two pulses with respect to each other
at a given delay setting was about 31 fs, of which about 17 fs are attributed to the uncertainty of the
PALM measurements. These results are presented in Figure 24.
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The experiment presented in [109] lso checked the streaking effect at several photon energies
ranging from 5 keV to 9 keV. The goal was to observe the streaking shift, and the accompanying
streaking slope, get stronger or weaker depending on the X-ray photon energy. The experiment
showed the expected relationship between the accuracy of the arrival time measurement and the
kinetic energy of the electrons ionized by the FEL pulse, shown in Figure 25.
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In conclusion, the experiments on THz streaking of hard X-ray pulses worked as expected and the
signal strengths on a shot-to-shot basis, as reported in [109], were more than sufficient for single-shot
temporal measurements. Based on these experiments, there seems to be no reason why the technique
could not be extended to even higher photon energies, and ideas for adapting the device to handle
larger jitters between the FEL laser and the experimental laser are also being considered [113].
4. Outlook
4.1. Angular Streaking—Full Time–Energy SASE Pulse Retrieval
All intensity dependent experiments at free-electron lasers are highly affected by the effective
pulse durations and SASE caused sub-spikes in the XFEL pulses. Mostly, such experiments rely on
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pulse energy measurements by gas detectors or other methods averaging over the intensity distribution
of the XFEL pulses. However, the physical processes under investigation often depend on the peak
intensity, which is hidden in the unresolved spike structure of the pulses. In addition to the strong
impact on the broad field of non-linear physics, developments towards mode-locking [114–116] and
the generation of X-ray pulses on the attosecond timescale [34–37] are currently in progress and will
ultimately originate the scientific field of attosecond X-ray physics. This imminent breakthrough
demands unprecedented time resolution for the temporal characterization of the structure of SASE
XFEL pulses under various modes of operation. Such possibilities desperately need a direct single-shot
method to diagnose not merely the X-ray pulse duration, but also the full temporal coherence properties
of the XFEL pulses including the spectral chirp of the X-rays and the stochastic sub-spikes of the
SASE pulses.
Another essential requirement for every ultrafast experiment that relies on a synchronized
optical laser for pump or probe is precise information about the relative arrival time between
the two lasers. Steady progress in this regard has been made [51,52,58,69,101,103,117–120], as was
demonstrated throughout this review, and electron acceleration designs relying on superconducting
linear accelerators [19,20] open up even better prospects for temporal synchronization [121].
Nevertheless, a complete and direct single-shot measurement in the time domain that reports both the
exact XFEL pulse temporal structure and arrival time simultaneously and which is applicable over
a broad range of X-ray pulse durations remains elusive.
A possible solution to all these challenges could be the method of two-color angle-resolved
circular streaking spectroscopy of photoelectrons or Auger electrons, dubbed ‘angular streaking’
in the following for brevity. The measurement builds on the above described experiences with
linear X-ray photoelectron streaking spectroscopy [69,103]. The need for a measurement technique
capable of coping with varying pulse shapes and arrival times with respect to the lab time frame
on a shot-to-shot basis is recognized and taken into account in this setup by employing a streaking
laser with circular polarization in combination with a ring-like arrangement of 16 high-efficiency
time-of-flight spectrometers [122]. This scheme has recently also been theoretically described [123,124]
and evaluated for application at realistic XFEL parameters by a quasiclassical description supported
with numerical calculations based on a quantum-mechanical approach (see Figure 26).
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Figure 26. Simulation of circular streaking. Color-scaled streaking spectra as a function of the emission
angle of photoelectrons produced by an ultrashort X-ray pulse (FWHM of the field is 2.8 fs) assisted by
the THz field of 1.7 × 1010 W cm−2 intensity, 300 fs duration and 28.2 THz frequency. The electron
kinetic ene gy ( ithout the THz field) is 100 eV. In the inset, the X-ray and THz pulses are shown
in arbitrary units. Time (in fs) is counted from the onset of the THz pulse. The black and red lines
are, respectively, the x- and y-component of the THz field. (reproduced with permission from [124],
Copyright IOP Publishing, 2017).
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The vector potential of the streaking field rotates in the lab frame with a well-specified period,
like the hand of a clock, and imprints the XFEL pulse temporal structure onto the angularly resolved
distribution of streaked photoelectrons [63,125,126]. Varying the wavelength of the circular streaking
field allows to set the period of the ‘clock’ and thus the temporal resolution of the measurement.
While capable of measuring the shortest X-ray FEL pulses with a resolution of ~160 attoseconds at
800 nm, the resolution can easily be adapted to longer pulse durations via the adjustable streaking
wavelength. To avoid ambiguities, the period of the streaking laser field has to be larger than the XFEL
pulse duration.
At the same time, the relative strength of the streaking effect gives information about the arrival
time shift from shot to shot. Moreover, this setup allows to investigate the shift of the photoelectron
energy versus delay within a single X-ray pulse and thus measure its instantaneous frequency. For the
first time, this would provide the direct measurement of residual X-ray pulse chirp from the different
electron bunch compression settings, pointing the way toward full XFEL spectral phase control and
chirped pulse amplification.
The proposed extended and angle-resolving method of streaking can be realized with an array
of 16 independently working time-of-flight spectrometers which are aligned in the dipole plane of
the incoming light (see Figure 27, left). As described previously, the circularly polarized streaking
laser and the XFEL have to be overlapped spatially and temporally in the experimental chamber,
where the X-ray pulse ionizes a diluted noble gas e.g., xenon. In the presence of the optical field the
original angular distribution of photoelectrons is redistributed according to the rotational angle of
the vector potential at the moment of their generation. Thus, photoelectrons generated from different
parts within the XFEL pulse envelope are streaked at different angles, effectively mapping time to
angle (Figure 27, right). We therefore do not require precise knowledge of the X-ray arrival time on
the scale of the carrier phase of the streaking laser, as was the case in past streaking experiments,
where temporal overlap with the linear ramp of the linearly polarized vector potential enabled the
photoelectron energy shift-to-time mapping. Since the information of the XFEL pulse structure is
given through the relative change in angular distribution within each single XFEL shot, we expect
this technique to be more robust with regards to pulse energy instabilities and less demanding with
regards to the optical pulse shape.
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independent time-of-flight spectrometers (reprinted under the terms of the Creative Commons 
Attribution 3.0 License from [122]). (b)The vector potential of the optical streaking laser rotates similar 
to the hand of a watch. Photoelectrons resulting from different parts of the X-ray pulse are therefore 
streaked at different angles, allowing the reconstruction of the X-ray temporal profile (reproduced 
with permission from [127], Copyright Nature Publishing Group, 2011). 
First demonstration measurements with this setup have successfully been conducted at the 
Linac Coherent Light Source in California, USA, and the results are being analyzed at the moment by 
some of the authors of this article. The first impression of the data is very encouraging, giving rise to 
Figure 27. Conceptual design of angular streaking. (a) Sketch of the experimental chamber with
16 independent time-of-flight spectrometers (reprinted under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution 3.0 License from [122]). (b) The vector potential of the optical streaking laser rotates similar
to the hand of a watch. Photoelectrons resulting from different parts of the X-ray pulse are therefore
streaked at different angles, allowing the reconstruction of the X-ray temporal profile (reproduced with
permission from [127], Copyright Nature Publishing Group, 2011).
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First demonstration measurements with this setup have successfully been conducted at the Linac
Coherent Light Source in California, USA, and the results are being analyzed at the moment by some
of the authors of this article. The first impression of the data is very encouraging, giving rise to the
expectation of an adjustable online characterization method for complete shot-to-shot arrival time and
time–energy X-ray FEL pulse reconstruction in the near future.
4.2. Tandem Phase-Shifted Geometry for Infrared Streaking and Attosecond Resolution
As discussed, to further improve the resolution of the linear THz streaking measurements to the
sub-femtosecond level, streaking pulses with a shorter rise time in the IR spectral region must be used.
These pulses, however, consist of multiple electric field cycles and are typically not carrier–envelope
phase stabilized. As a result, it not possible to control the streaking field amplitude and phase due to
the temporal jitter at XFELs. Crucially, without defined streaking parameters it would not be possible
to perform a calibrated transformation from energy to time.
This problem can be addressed by recording two streaked photoelectron spectra for each X-ray
pulse, using a phase-shifted streaking pulse in a tandem streaking geometry as illustrated in Figure 28.
As usual, the instantaneous vector potential A(t) is determined by analysing the shift in the centroid
of the dressed photoemission. Qualitatively, due to the fact that the measurements are made with
phase-shifted streaking fields, the value of the instantaneous vector potential of one measurement
gives the gradient of the field in the other and vice versa, thus providing all of the information required
to yield a calibrated measurement of the temporal profile of the photoemission and corresponding
X-ray pulse. The instantaneous amplitude and phase of the streaking field can also be combined to
determine the cycle-averaged amplitude of the IR streaking laser pulse, which gives the precise overlap
between the X-ray pulse and envelope of the streaking laser pulse for use in pump/probe experiments.
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Figure 28. Principle of self-calibrated streaking easure ents ade ith ulti-cycle infrared fields.
In the first stage the X-ray pulse overlaps with a maxi um of the vector potential, resulting in a maximal
energy shift of the streaked photoelectron spectrum by an amount proportional to the instantaneous
vector potential. In the second stage the photoemission occurs at a zero-crossing of the vector potential,
resulting in a maximally bro dened photoelectron spectrum. The magnit de of the shift in kinetic
energy, observed in the first stag measurement, giv s the gradient of the vector potential in t e second
stage measurement. Combined, this information ena les a calibrated tr nsformation of the secon
st ge measuremen from e ergy to time.
In practice, the Gouy phase shift can be used to introduce a controlled and fixed phase shift
between the two different stages of the streaking measurement required for self-calibration. To achieve
a pi/2 phase shift, streaking measurements would be performed at one Rayleigh length upstream and
downstream of the laser focus. A precise pi/2 phase shift between the measurements allows for full
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temporal characterization of the X-ray pulse, but the technique is applicable for any phase shift as long
as it is constant.
For a pi/2 phase shift the instantaneous streaking fields in each stage of the streaking measurement
for an arbitrary overlap t0 between streaking pulse (of arbitrary carrier–envelope offset ϕ0) and the
X-ray pulse are:
A1(t0) = a(t0) cos(ωLt0 + φ0)
and
A2(t0) = a(t0) cos(ωLt0 + φ0 + pi/2) = a(t0) sin(ωLt0 + φ0)
As usual, A1(t0) and A2(t0) would be found by inverting the expression for the energy shift in
the streaked photoemission, which is to first order: ∆W(t0) ≈ −pcA(t0), compare also Equation (1).
Here, pc is the initial photoelectron momentum.
Conceptually, to transform broadened or streaked spectra from kinetic energy to time,
the streaking strength or derivative of the instantaneous streaking field must also be known. From the
expressions for the arbitrary streaking field at the pi/2 phase-shifted streaking measurements, it is clear
that the instantaneous vector potential in the second measurement is proportional to the derivative of
the instantaneous vector potential in the first and vice versa, where the proportionality constant is ωL
the carrier frequency of the IR streaking field.
Using this crucial information, each streaked spectrum provides an independent measurement
of the X-ray pulse profile. Furthermore, if the phase relationship between the streaking fields in
the two measurements is pi/2, the value of the cycle-averaged amplitude at the point of overlap is
simply a(t0) =
√
A1(t0)
2 + A2(t0)
2. Then, if the laser pulse envelope is well characterized, this can be
inverted to provide the precise time of arrival of the X-ray pulse and the temporal characterization
is complete.
Beyond pulse characterization, the streaking technique may also be used to study
few-femtosecond electron dynamics at XFELs. For example, the interaction of matter with high-fluence
X-ray pulses of durations of few femtoseconds triggers complex dynamics in the electronic system
that are not yet fully understood. Photoelectron streaking spectroscopy provides the possibility to
study these dynamics on a femtosecond time scale. As a first approach, Auger decay lifetime of
simple gas-phase molecules could be measured directly in the temporal domain. Synchrotron sources
have been used to measure the lifetime of core holes from the spectral width of the electrons emitted
during the decay of the excited state. However, these measurements fail to provide details of the
temporal evolution of the excited state, when multi-electron dynamics are involved. In contrast,
at XFELs with photoelectron streaking spectroscopy, the temporal evolution of highly excited states
and corresponding relaxation dynamics can also be investigated.
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